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Abstract. Arinkin and Gaitsgory defined a category of tempered D-modules on BunG that is
conjecturally equivalent to the category of quasi-coherent (not ind-coherent!) sheaves on LocSysǦ.
However, their definition depends on the auxiliary data of a point of the curve; they conjectured that
their definition is independent of this choice. Beraldo has outlined a proof of this conjecture that
depends on some technology that is not currently available. Here we provide a short, unconditional
proof of the Arinkin-Gaitsgory conjecture.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Statement of the main theorem.

1.1.1. Let X be a geometrically connected, smooth, and projective curve over a field k of charac-
teristic 0. Let G be a split reductive group over k. Let BunG denote the moduli space of G-bundles
on X, and let DpBunGq denote the DG category of D-modules on BunG.

Let Ǧ denote the Langlands dual group to G, and let LocSysǦ denote the moduli space of

Ǧ-bundles on X with connection.

1.1.2. Let us begin by recalling some context from geometric Langlands.
Recall the geometric Langlands conjecture:

DpBunGq » IndCohNilppLocSysǦq (1.1.1)

which was given in this form by [AG], following Beilinson-Drinfeld.
The right hand side has a subcategory QCohpLocSysǦq, and the left hand side should have a

parallel such subcategory. Following [AG], we refer to this putative subcategory of DpBunGq as the
subcategory of tempered D-modules on BunG.

There are various (not obviously equivalent) proposals for the tempered subcategory. One was
given in [AG] §12, using derived geometric Satake. It is dependent on a choice of point x P Xpkq; we
denote the resulting subcategory as DpBunGqx– temp. As in [AG], a geometric Langlands equivalence
(1.1.1) that is equivalent with derived Satake at x will necessarily match DpBunGqx– temp with
QCohpLocSysǦq.
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1.1.3. We can now state our main theorem.

Theorem 1.1.3.1. The subcategory DpBunGqx– temp Ď DpBunGq is independent of the choice of
point x.

This result was proposed in [AG] Conjecture 12.7.5.

1.2. Relation to work of Beraldo.

1.2.1. A strategy of proof for Theorem 1.1.3.1 was outlined by Dario Beraldo already in 2015,
yielding deeper results. We describe the ingredients for his approach below.

1.2.2. Roughly speaking, Beraldo’s approach proceeds as follows.
Beraldo has explained that a Ran space (or factorizable) version of derived Satake would provide

additional symmetries of DpBunGq, refining Gaitsgory’s spectral action of QCohpLocSysǦq. Specifi-
cally, in [Ber4], has constructed a monoidal category HpLocSysǦq receiving a monoidal functor from
QCohpLocSysǦq, and has conjectured that the action of QCohpLocSysǦq extends to HpLocSysǦq.
He has observed that such an extension would yield Theorem 1.1.3.1, and that such an extension
should follow from factorizable derived Satake (see [Ber1] §1.4.2 for related discussion, and [Ber2]
for a precise assertion in the Betti setting).

1.2.3. Unfortunately, the factorizable derived Satake theorem has been slow to appear. It was
claimed more than a decade ago by Gaitsgory-Lurie, and again more recently by Justin Campbell
and the second author, where it is currently work in progress. In particular, at the time we are
writing this, a definition of the spectral side has not yet appeared publicly in written form. So the
full derivation of the action of Beraldo’s H has remained somewhat heuristic.

1.2.4. Our purpose here is to provide a simple, unconditional proof of Theorem 1.1.3.1, sidestep-
ping Beraldo’s category H and factorizable Satake.

In particular, our argument does not resolve Beraldo’s deep conjecture regarding the action of H
on DpBunGq. This remains an open problem, for which Beraldo’s suggestion of using factorizable
Satake (once available) continues to appear to be the most plausible strategy. Our work also does
not settle other1 applications of Beraldo’s conjecture.

1.3. Outline of the argument.

1.3.1. The main ideas of our argument proceed as following.

1.3.2. For our point x, let H
sph
x denote the associated (derived) spherical Hecke category. There

is a certain object ATx P H
sph
x , which we call the anti-tempered unit following [Ber5].

By definition, DpBunGqx– temp is the kernel of the corresponding Hecke functor:

ATx ‹ ´ : DpBunGq Ñ DpBunGq.

1.3.3. The point x can be varied in the above description.
Specifically, there is a functor:

ATX : DpBunGq Ñ DpBunG ˆXq

whose fiber at x is the original functor ATx, and similarly for any other point.

1See e.g. [Ber3] for discussion of how an action of H in the setting of [AGK`1] (and particularly [AGK`2]) would
yield (arithmetic) Arthur parameters for unramified automorphic representations.
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1.3.4. Roughly speaking, our idea is that (in a suitable sense) the functorDpBunGq Ñ DpBunG ˆXq
yields objects that are locally constant along X, so the kernels of ATx and ATX coincide.

This is easier to explain in a slightly different context – that of sheaves with nilpotent singular
support of [AGK`1]. With notation as in loc. cit., the corresponding Hecke functor:

ATX : ShvNilppBunGq Ñ ShvpBunG ˆXq

maps into ShvNilppBunGq bqLissepXq by universality of the anti-tempered unit and the Nadler-Yun
theorem [AGK`1] Theorems 10.2.8 and 10.5.2 (which are following [NY]). If e.g. we worked with
complex curves, this would mean that the functors ATx and ATy are the same up to choosing a
path between x and y, and the Tannakian formalism applies in general.2

In the D-module setting, we use Gaitsgory’s spectral action from [Gai2] to essentially reduce to
considering Hecke eigensheaves, and then proceed from there. The reduction is in a similar spirit
to [AGK`1] §14.3-4.

Remark 1.3.4.1. With that said, this note is logically independent of [AGK`1]. Indeed, all of
the ingredients in our argument were already available when Arinkin-Gaitsgory formulated their
conjecture.

1.4. Acknowledgements. We thank Dima Arinkin, Dario Beraldo, and Dennis Gaitsgory for
many productive conversations related to tempered D-modules. The second author would also
like to thank Dima Arinkin, Dennis Gaitsgory, David Kazhdan, Nick Rozenblyum, and Yasha
Varshavsky for their collaboration on [AGK`1], which was inspirational for the present work.

S.R. was supported by NSF grant DMS-2101984.

2. Preliminary material

Below, we collect some notation and basic constructions.
We assume the reader is generally familiar with commonly used tools in de Rham geometric

Langlands, referring to [Gai3] for an introduction to these ideas.
In what follows, X is a geometrically connected, smooth, projective curve over k. For x P Xpkq,

we let ix : Specpkq Ñ X denote the corresponding embedding. We let Ran “ RanX denote the Ran
space of X.

2.1. Hecke functors. We recall some preliminary constructions with Hecke functors parametrized
by points of X.

Below, we work over powers of the curve and Ran space. For our point x P Xpkq, we let L`
xG

(resp. LG, resp. GrG,x) denote the arc group (resp. loop group, resp. affine Grassmannian) based at
this point. For a finite set I, let L`

XIG (resp. LXIG, resp. GrG,XI ) denote the standard corresponding

space over XI .

2.1.1. For a finite set I, let Hsph
XI :“ DpGrG,XI qL

`
XIG. Similarly, we let Hsph

Ran denote the Ran space

version of the spherical Hecke category, and H
sph
x for the spherical category at a point x.

We recall that Hsph
Ran is a monoidal DG category acting canonically on DpBunGq. We denote the

product on H
sph
Ran and its action on DpBunGq by ´ ‹ ´.

2In particular, this sketch provides a genuine argument in the ShvNilp setting, whether constructible (as in
[AGK`1]) or not (as in [BZN], [NY]); the Betti case may also be deduced directly from Beraldo’s ideas via [Ber2]. It
should also be possible to adapt [Ber2] to the constructible [AGK`1] setting, but this has not yet been done as far
as we know.
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2.1.2. Let F P H
sph
XI be given.

On the one hand, F defines an object of Hsph
Ran, so a Hecke functor F ‹ ´ : DpBunGq Ñ DpBunGq.

There is also a closely related functor:

HeckeF : DpBunGq Ñ DpBunG ˆXIq

constructed as follows. We have a standard Hecke action functor:

H
sph
XI b DpBunGq Ñ DpBunGq.

Considering the left hand side as a pDpXIq,
!

bq-module (via the action on the first functor), this
action lifts uniquely:

H
sph
XI b DpBunGq !!

""❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳❳

❳❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳❳

❳❳❳❳❳
❳

DpBunGq b DpXIq » DpBunG ˆXIq

idbC‚
dRpXI ,´q

##
DpBunGq.

of DpXIq-module cateories. Finally, inserting F on the first tensor factor (in the dotted arrow
above) gives the desired functor HeckeF.

We explicitly note that composing HeckeF with de Rham cohomology along XI gives F ‹ ´.

2.1.3. We remind the category ReppǦqXI from [Ras] §6, and the construction of the naive Satake
functor :

SXI : ReppǦqXI Ñ H
sph
XI .

Similarly, we let:

SRan : ReppǦqRan Ñ H
sph
Ran

denote the Ran space version, constructed out of the above functors.

2.1.4. We will need the following technical notion in what follows.

Definition 2.1.4.1. The subcategory H
sph,aULA
XI Ď H

sph
XI of almost ULA objects the full (non-

cocomplete) subcategory generated under finite colimits and direct summands by applying SXI

to objects of ReppǦqXI ULA over XI . The subcategory H
sph,qULA
XI Ď H

sph
XI of quasi-ULA objects is

the full subcategory generated under filtered colimits by almost ULA objects.

Remark 2.1.4.2. We refer to [Ras] Appendix A and §6 for a convenient discussion of ULA objects
in this setting.

Remark 2.1.4.3. Recall that e.g., the skyscraper sheaf δ1 P H
sph
x at the origin 1 P GrG,x is not

compact; rather, it is almost compact in the technical sense. For similar reasons, the standard
spherical sheaves over XI are not literally ULA over XI ; we use the term almost ULA in parallel
with almost compact.

2.2. Intermediate results. We now formulate two intermediate results, from which we easily
deduce Theorem 1.1.3.1.
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2.2.1. Local constancy. Let F P H
sph
X be given. For x P Xpkq, let Fx P H

sph
x denote the !-fiber of F

at x.
We let:

HeckeF : DpBunGq Ñ DpBunG ˆXq

denote the following functor.
By construction, the composition:

DpBunGq
HeckeFÝÝÝÝÑ DpBunG ˆXq

pidˆixq!q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ DpBunGq

is the usual Hecke functor:
Fx ‹ ´ : DpBunGq Ñ DpBunGq

defined by Fx.

2.2.2. With the above preliminary constructions out of the way, we can state:

Theorem 2.2.2.1. Suppose F P H
sph
X is quasi-ULA. Then KerpHeckeFq “ KerpFx ‹ ´q.

This is the main technical result of the present paper; its proof is given in §3.

2.2.3. Projectors. We follow terminology from [Ber5].

Define the tempered unit (at x) 1τ
x P H

sph
x as follows. We recall the derived Satake theorem of

[BF], which asserts:

DpGrG,xqL
`
x G » IndCohNilpppBǦqS

2
q Ď IndCohppBǦqS

2
q.

There are adjoint functors:

Ξ : QCohpBǦqS
2
q Õ IndCohppBǦqS

2
q : Ψ.

Moreover, the unit object in H
sph
x corresponds to the trivial representation triv P ReppǦq♥ “

IndCohNilpppBǦqS
2
q♥. We then take 1τ

x to correspond to ΞΨptrivq.

2.2.4. By definition, there is a canonical map:

1τ
x Ñ δ1 P Hsph

x .

We then define the anti-tempered unit (at x) as:

ATx :“ Kerp1τ
x Ñ δ1q.

By definition, an object G P DpBunGq lies in DpBunGqx– temp if and only if ATx ‹ G “ 0.

2.2.5. We now have the following basic observation.

Lemma 2.2.5.1. There is a canonical object AT P H
sph,qULA
X (not depending on the choice of point

x P Xpkq) with !-fiber ATx P H
sph
x at x.

Proof. This essentially follows from the universality of the construction of ATx. We include more
details below.

Let pD be some formal disc. Let Aut denote the group indscheme of its automorphisms. Let

Aut‹ Ď Aut denote the group subscheme of automorphisms fixing the closed point of pD; we remind

that Aut‹ Ñ Aut is an isomorphism modulo nilpotent ideals. The group Aut acts strongly on H
sph
x .

By a standard construction, any Aut-equivariant object F0 of H
sph (the spherical category corre-

sponding to pD) gives rise to an object F P H
sph
X . We claim any resulting such objects are quasi-ULA;

indeed, pHsphqAut is generated under colimits by objects in the heart of its t-structure, and the heart
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of its t-structure is exactly ReppǦq♥, and these objects map to the standard (almost ULA) objects

of Hsph
X (cf. [Gai1] Proposition 1).

Next, we observe that we have a projection π : Aut‹ Ñ Gm with pro-unipotent kernel. Moreover,
every object of Hsph is automatically equivariant with respect to the kernel π; indeed, by pro-
unipotence, this can be checked on generators, and then it follows in the previous paragraph.
Moreover, this same logic shows every object is Aut-monodromic, or equivalently (after a choice of
coordinate), Gm-monodromic for Gm acting by loop rotation.

We now observe that Hsph carries a canonical endofunctor corresponding to ΞΨ on the spectral
side. One readily checks that ΞΨ is (canonically) strongly Aut-equivariant by using [BF], noting
that their form of derived Satake describes the loop equivariant category, so can be understood to
be Aut-equivariant in a suitable sense by the above. This concludes the argument.

□
We now observe that Theorem 1.1.3.1 follows immediately from Lemma 2.2.5.1 and Theorem

2.2.2.1.

Remark 2.2.5.2. To avoid the subtleties involved in the above argument, one could also proceed
as follows. First, by [Ber5] Theorem 1.4.8, KerpATx ‹ ´q “ KerpWS0 ‹ ´q for WS0 as in loc. cit.,

i.e., one takes the unit spherical Whittaker sheaf in Whitsphx :“ DpGrG,xqLxN,ψ and ˚-averages it to

DpGrGqL
`
x G. This description of WS0 manifestly extends to define a quasi-ULA (even almost ULA)

object WS0,X P H
sph
X , to which we could then apply Theorem 2.2.2.1.

2.3. Gaitsgory’s spectral action. We now review the main results of [Gai2]; see also [Gai3]
§4.3-4.5 and §11.1.

First, there is a canonical symmetric monoidal functor:

Loc : ReppǦqRan Ñ QCohpLocSysǦq

from loc. cit. It admits a fully faithful continuous right adjoint (cf. loc. cit.); therefore, the restriction
functor:

QCohpLocSysǦq–mod Ñ ReppǦqRan–mod

is fully faithful. (Here modules are taken in the symmetric monoidal category DGCatcont of cocom-
plete DG categories).

On the other hand, there is an action of ReppǦqRan on DpBunGq that is constructed as:

ReppǦqRan
SRanÝÝÝÑ H

sph
Ran ñ DpBunGq.

Theorem 2.3.0.1 (Gaitsgory, [Gai2], [Gai3] Theorem 4.5.2). The above action of ReppǦqRan on
DpBunGq factors through a (necessarily unique) action of QCohpLocSysǦq via the localization func-
tors.

Remark 2.3.0.2. Related results in other contexts have also recently been obtained: see [NY],
[AGK`1], [FS]. In these other contexts, the proofs are more conceptual.

We again use ´ ‹ ´ to denote the action of QCohpLocSysǦq on DpBunGq.

3. Proof of Theorem 2.2.2.1

As above, the proof of Theorem 1.1.3.1 reduces to Theorem 2.2.2.1. The purpose of this section
is to prove the latter result.

3.1. Setup. It is clear that KerpHeckeFq Ď KerpFx ‹ ´q. So it remains to show the converse. We
therefore fix G P KerpFx ‹ ´q Ď DpBunGq and aim to show that G P KerpHeckeFq.
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3.1.1. We have an action functor:

act : QCohpLocSysǦq b DpBunGq Ñ DpBunGq.

As the first factor is canonically self-dual, we obtain a functor:

coact : DpBunGq Ñ QCohpLocSysǦq b DpBunGq.

3.1.2. We now form the following commutative diagram, whose analysis is central to the argument.

DpBunGq DpBunGq b QCohpLocSysǦq

DpBunG ˆXq b QCohpLocSysǦq DpBunGq b QCohpLocSysǦq

DpBunG ˆXq DpBunGq

coact

HeckeF

Fx‹´

HeckeF b id

pidˆixq!bid

idbΓpLocSysǦ,´q idbΓpLocSysǦ,´q

pidˆixq!

We consider G as an object of the top left term. By assumption, it is mapped to 0 in the bottom
right term. Our goal is to show that it maps to zero in the bottom left term. We will do so by
showing the following:

‚ (§3.2) G maps to zero in the top term of the rightmost column of the diagram, i.e.:

ppidˆi!xq b idqpHeckeF b idq coactpGq “ 0. (3.1.1)

‚ (§3.3) G maps to zero in the middle term of the second column of the diagram, i.e.:

pHeckeF b idq coactpGq “ 0. (3.1.2)

Clearly the latter claim suffices.

3.2. Step 1. We begin by establishing (3.1.1).

3.2.1. Reduction. We have the following standard observation.

Lemma 3.2.1.1. Suppose that Y is a QCA algebraic stack in the sense of [DG2] and suppose that
C is a DG category. Then an object:

F P C b QCohpYq

is zero if and only if for every E P QCohpYq, we have:
`

idbΓpY,´q
˘

pF b Eq “ 0 P C.

Here we consider C b QCohpYq as a module category for QCohpYq in the evident way, writing the
action the right.

Proof. More generally, for a dualizable DG category D, and object:

F P C b D

is zero if and only if pidbλqpFq “ 0 P C for every λ P D_, as a functor Vect
FÝÑ C b D is equivalent

by duality to a functor D_ Ñ C. Now the claim follows from the existence of perfect self-duality
for QCA stacks, cf. [DG2] §4.3.7.
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□
Therefore, it suffices to show that for any E P QCohpLocSysǦq, we have:

pidbΓpLocSysǦ,´qq

˜

´

ppidˆi!xq b idqpHeckeF b idq coactpGq
¯

b E

¸

“ 0. (3.2.1)

3.2.2. We now manipulate the left hand side of (3.2.1).
We have:

pidbΓpLocSysǦ,´qq

˜

´

ppidˆi!xq b idqpHeckeF b idq coactpGq
¯

b E

¸

“

pidbΓpLocSysǦ,´qqppidˆi!xq b idqpHeckeF b idq
´

coactpGq b E
¯

.

We now observe that coact is a morphism of QCohpLocSysǦq-bimodules, considering DpBunGq
as a bimodule via the spectral action and symmetric monoidality of QCohpLocSysǦq. Therefore, we
can rewrite the above as:

pidbΓpLocSysǦ,´qqppidˆi!xq b idqpHeckeF b idq coactpE ‹ Gq.

By the big diagram of §3.1.2, this term coincides with:

Fx ‹ pE ‹ Gq.

Therefore, it suffices to show that this term vanishes.

3.2.3. By the above, it remains to show that KerpFx ‹ ´q Ď DpBunGq is a QCohpLocSysǦq-
submodule category. Reformulating this using Theorem 2.3.0.1, it suffices to show that it is a
ReppǦqRan-submodule category. I.e., we wish to show that for any V P ReppǦqRan, Fx ‹ V ‹ G “ 0.

As ReppǦqRan is generated as a monoidal category by its subcategory ReppǦqX , we can assume
V lies in this subcategory. By excision, we can treat separately the cases where V is ˚-extended
from ReppǦqXzx and ReppǦqx. In the former case, it follows as V commutes with Fx (Hecke functors
at different points obviously commute). In the latter case, it follows as V commutes with Fx, e.g.,
by the existence of the pointwise symmetric monoidal structure on the derived Satake category
established in [BF].

This concludes the proof of (3.1.1).

3.3. Step 2. We now prove (3.1.2). This requires some digressions.

3.3.1. Lisse sheaves. Suppose Y is an Artin stack.
We define LisseYpXq Ď QCohpYq b DpXq to be the full DG subcategory generated by under

colimits by (finite rank) vector bundles on YˆXdR. We consider objects of LisseYpXq as Y-families
of lisse D-modules on X.

Let x P Xpkq. We abuse notation in letting i!x denote the composition:

LisseYpXq ãÑ QCohpYq b DpXq
idbi!xÝÝÝÝÑ QCohpYq b Vect “ QCohpYq.

We will use the following result.

Proposition 3.3.1.1. Suppose Y is locally almost of finite type and eventually coconnective. Then
the functor i!x is conservative.

More generally, for any dualizable DG category C, the functor:

idC bi!x : C b LisseYpXq Ñ C b QCohpYq
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is conservative.

Proof.

Step 1. First, we note that if F : D1 Ñ D2 P DGCatcont is conservative and C P DGCatcont is
dualizable, then idC bF : C b D1 Ñ C b D2 is conservative. Indeed, we can rewrite this functor as:

C b D1 “ HomDGCatcontpC
_,D1q

ϕ ÞÑFϕ
ÝÝÝÝÑ HomDGCatcontpC

_,D2q “ C b D2

in which form it is manifestly conservative. Therefore, we are reduced to considering C “ Vect in
the assertion.

Step 2. Next, suppose S is an eventually coconnective scheme locally almost of finite type. Let |S|
denote the set of points of its underlying topological space; for s P |S|, we write κpsq for the residue
field at this point, s for Specpκpsqq, and is : s Ñ S for the structural morphism.

We then note that the functor:

QCohpSq
ti˚

s usP|S|
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ

ź

sP|S|

QCohpsq

is conservative. Indeed, this follows from [Lur] Lemma 2.6.1.3 and the conservativeness of the
restriction Scl ãÑ S (which is easy from eventual coconnectivity of S).

In our setting, let π : S Ñ Y be a flat cover. We find that the restriction functor:

QCohpYq Ñ
ź

sP|S|

QCohpsq

is conservative. By the same reasoning as before, for any dualizable DG category D, the functor:

D b QCohpYq Ñ D b
ź

sP|S|

QCohpsq »ÝÑ
ź

sP|S|

D b QCohpsq

is conservative. In particular, this applies for D “ DpXq.

Step 3. By the above, we have a commutative diagram:

LisseYpXq DpXq b QCohpYq QCohpYq

ś

sP|S| LissespXq
ś

sP|S| DpXq b QCohpsq
ś

sP|S| QCohpsq.

i!xbid

i!xbid

The middle and right vertical arrows are conservative, so the same is true of the left vertical arrow.
Therefore, to see that the top line is conservative, it suffices to show that for each s P |S|, the
functor:

i!x : LissespXq Ñ QCohpsq

is conservative.
Therefore, we are reduced to the case where S “ Specpκq for some field κ{k.

Step 4. Let Xκ :“ X ˆSpecpkq Specpκq. Note that DpXq bVectκ “ D{κpXκq, where we regard Xκ as
a scheme over the field κq and write D{κ to emphasize this (reminding that implicitly, the category
of D-modules depends on the structural map to Spec of a field). Moreover, XdR ˆ Specpκq “
Xκ,dR{Specpκq, so LisseSpecpκqpXq Ď D{κpXκq is the subcategory of (Specpκq-families of) lisse D-
modules on Xκ, considering the latter as a scheme over Specpκq.

This is all to say that we are reduced to the case where κ “ k, as the only difference is notational.
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Step 5. We are now essentially done: the functor i!x : LissepXq :“ LisseSpecpkqpXq Ñ Vect is t-exact
up to shift and is obviously conservative on the heart of the t-structure, so is conservative (as the
t-structure on LissepXq is left separated).

□

3.3.2. We now observe the following.

Lemma 3.3.2.1. For any quasi-ULA F, the composition:

DpBunGq coactÝÝÝÑ DpBunGq b QCohpLocSysǦq
HeckeF b id
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ DpBunG ˆXq b QCohpLocSysǦq “

DpBunGq b DpXq b QCohpLocSysǦq

maps into the subcategory:

DpBunGq b LisseLocSysǦpXq.

Proof. First, note that:

DpBunGq b LisseLocSysǦpXq Ñ DpBunGq b DpXq b QCohpLocSysǦq

is indeed fully faithful: e.g., the embedding LisseLocSysǦpXq ãÑ DpXq b QCohpLocSysǦq admits a
continuous right adjoint by definition, so tensoring with it preserves fully faithfulness.

Now, by definition of quasi-ULAness, we are immediately reduced to considering the case where
F is almost ULA. Such an object is cohomologically bounded, so we are reduced to the case where
F is concentrated in degree zero.

In this case, F necessarily is a direct sum of terms of the form SXpV b σq where σ P DpXq♥

is a finite rank local system, V P ReppǦq♥ is finite dimensional, we consider V b σ as an object
of ReppǦqX , and we remind that SX denotes the geometric Satake functor (cf. [Ras] §6, especially
Proposition 6.22.1 and Lemma 6.23.1).

Now observe that HeckeSXpV bσq differs from HeckeSXpV bωXq by applying idDpBunGq bpσ
!

b ´q b
idQCohpLocSysǦq. Clearly this operation preserves the subcategory DpBunGq bLisseLocSysǦpXq, so we

may take F “ SXpV b ωXq instead. We simplify the notation by writing F “ SXpV q.
Next, recall that V P ReppǦq defines a canonical vector bundle EV on XdR b LocSysǦ. We then

observe that the compositions:

DpBunGq coactÝÝÝÑ DpBunGq b QCohpLocSysǦq
HeckeSpV q b id
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ DpBunGq b DpXq b QCohpLocSysǦq

and:

DpBunGq coactÝÝÝÑ DpBunGq b QCohpLocSysǦq
idbEV bid
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ

DpBunGq b DpXq b QCohpLocSysǦq b QCohpLocSysǦq
idb idbp´b´q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ

DpBunGq b DpXq b QCohpLocSysǦq

coincide (by construction3 of Loc). The latter clearly maps into DpBunGq b LisseLocSysǦpXq, as
desired.

□

3Specifically, we use the following fact, which is tautological from the construction of Loc. Suppose M P DpXq.
We obtain an object V b M P ReppǦqX . Let λM : DpXq Ñ Vect be the functor Verdier dual to M, i.e., the functor

C‚
dRpX,M

!
b ´q. Then LocpV b Mq P QCohpLocSysǦq is (functorially in M) calculated as the image of EV under

λM b id : DpXq b QCohpLocSysǦq Ñ QCohpLocSysǦq.
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3.3.3. By Lemma 3.3.2.1, we have:

pHeckeF b idq coactpGq P DpBunGq b LisseLocSysǦpXq.

Moreover, by (3.1.1), this object vanishes when we apply pidbi!xq to it. Therefore, by Lemma
3.2.1.1, we have:

pHeckeF b idq coactpGq “ 0.

Here we observe that DpBunGq is dualizable by [DG1], and that LocSysǦ is eventually coconnective
e.g. by [AG] §10. This concludes the proof of (3.1.2), hence of Theorem 2.2.2.1.
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